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What Drives Human Innovation?What Drives Human Innovation?

I don't think necessity is the mother of invention -
invention, in my opinion, arises directly from idleness,
possibly also from laziness. To save oneself
trouble.

Agatha Christie (1890 - 1976), An
Autobiography, 1977



THE WISH LISTTHE WISH LIST

SURGEON:SURGEON: M THE BEST, HAVE THEM THE BEST, HAVE THE
BEST RESULTS, QUICK IN AND QUICKBEST RESULTS, QUICK IN AND QUICK
OUT WITHOUT COMPROMISING.OUT WITHOUT COMPROMISING.
HOSPITAL/ STAFFHOSPITAL/ STAFF: LESS INVENTORY,: LESS INVENTORY,
QUICK TURN AROUND TIME.QUICK TURN AROUND TIME.
PATIENTPATIENT: OPERATION TO LAST: OPERATION TO LAST
LIFETIME!; good pain relief, excellentLIFETIME!; good pain relief, excellent
Function!Function!
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CONVENTIONAL InstrumentsCONVENTIONAL Instruments

Each company has its own set ofEach company has its own set of
instrumentationinstrumentation –– overload hospitaloverload hospital
inventory, hospital sterilisation dept,inventory, hospital sterilisation dept,
nurses learning curve, OR turn aroundnurses learning curve, OR turn around
timetime --> adds to the cost.> adds to the cost.
Issue with use of IM alignment rod: FatIssue with use of IM alignment rod: Fat
embolism, bleeding, fractures, infection.embolism, bleeding, fractures, infection.
Repeated use of conventional JigsRepeated use of conventional Jigs -->>
theoretical risk of contaminationtheoretical risk of contamination
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Computer NAVIGATIONComputer NAVIGATION
Not what computers are meant to do: DecreaseNot what computers are meant to do: Decrease
time, cut cost and inventory!time, cut cost and inventory!
Still require the use of conventional instruments
– and to it adds some more inventory making it
more complex.
prolonged operative time
Complications assoc with pin insertion.
Requires continuous line of sight – can be
annoying!
Sizing also based on avg bone geometry & is ?Sizing also based on avg bone geometry & is ?
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Pro vs Anti: Time 2 move on?Pro vs Anti: Time 2 move on?



STEPS IN Designing PSISTEPS IN Designing PSI

3-D reconstruction of CT/MRI scan data.
Surgical Simulation
Sizing & Alignment of the prosthesis.
Creation of templates using CAD software.
Using Rapid prototyping technologyUsing Rapid prototyping technology ––
virtual templates are converted to physicalvirtual templates are converted to physical
templates or jigs.templates or jigs.
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Technical steps in designing PSITechnical steps in designing PSI

Hafez et al: Computer-Assisted Total Knee Arthroplasty Using Patient-
Specific Templates



CAD & RAPID PROTOTYPINGCAD & RAPID PROTOTYPING





Other uses of Rapid PrototypingOther uses of Rapid Prototyping



COMMERCIAL AVALIABLITYCOMMERCIAL AVALIABLITY

SIGNATURE: BiometSIGNATURE: Biomet
VISIONAIRE: Smith & NephewVISIONAIRE: Smith & Nephew
TRU MATCH: DepuyTRU MATCH: Depuy
PSI: ZimmerPSI: Zimmer
ConforMIS: Patient specific implants.ConforMIS: Patient specific implants.
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The study Findings:The study Findings:

Based on surgical simulation done usingBased on surgical simulation done using
the software ( MIMICS).the software ( MIMICS).
Team comprised of Orthopaedic SurgeonTeam comprised of Orthopaedic Surgeon
(2), radiologist and 2 Engineers who(2), radiologist and 2 Engineers who
routinely did surgical simulation planningroutinely did surgical simulation planning
and Rapid prototyping.and Rapid prototyping.
Although experiencedAlthough experienced –– the study could bethe study could be
potentially biased and be treated aspotentially biased and be treated as
opinion!opinion!
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Potential flaws in universalPotential flaws in universal
application of PSIapplication of PSI
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ERROR: SOURCE CODE?ERROR: SOURCE CODE?

Plain radiographs: 10 degree flexion & 25Plain radiographs: 10 degree flexion & 25
rotationrotation --> significant alteration in axis> significant alteration in axis
calculation.( good system use combinationcalculation.( good system use combination
of long film xrays & CT/MRI)of long film xrays & CT/MRI)
Thickness of Slice of CT scan/ MRIThickness of Slice of CT scan/ MRI
Who is doing the surgical simulation.Who is doing the surgical simulation.
How has the programme been validated?How has the programme been validated?
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Lonner JH, Laird MT, Stuchin SA (1996) Effect of rotation and knee
flexion on radiographic alignment in total knee arthroplasties.
Clin Orthop Relat Res 331: 102–106



ERROR: STATICERROR: STATIC

Treats any deformity as fixed deformity.Treats any deformity as fixed deformity.
Contrary to well founded principle:Contrary to well founded principle: ‘‘ TKR isTKR is
a soft tissue surgerya soft tissue surgery’’
Especially inaccurate for large mobileEspecially inaccurate for large mobile
deformities.deformities.
Robs surgeon of opportunity to make theRobs surgeon of opportunity to make the
knee tight or slightly loose depending onknee tight or slightly loose depending on
patient profile.patient profile.
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ERROR: Bone alwaysERROR: Bone always
Simulation & Planning is largely based on bonySimulation & Planning is largely based on bony
landmarks.landmarks.
ER rotation is based on two fixed criteriaER rotation is based on two fixed criteria –– anan
additional info that surgeon often use intraadditional info that surgeon often use intra--
operatively.operatively.
Mal positioned or externally rotated TibialMal positioned or externally rotated Tibial
Tuberosity significantly reduced accuracy.Tuberosity significantly reduced accuracy.
Similarly in the cases where there were largeSimilarly in the cases where there were large
osteophytes which were ossifiedosteophytes which were ossified –– the programthe program
did not distinguish it from true bone.did not distinguish it from true bone.
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Over allOver all

Accuracy is similar to conventional jigs,Accuracy is similar to conventional jigs,
not as accurate as CAS.not as accurate as CAS.
Not goodNot good-- When there were extensiveWhen there were extensive
oseophytes.oseophytes.
-- When tibial torsion was beyond standard.When tibial torsion was beyond standard.
-- When the deformities are mobile.When the deformities are mobile.
However relatively accurate when theHowever relatively accurate when the
deformity was extra articular.deformity was extra articular.
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So! When to trust them?So! When to trust them?

Straight forward, simple casesStraight forward, simple cases
only. @ the moment!only. @ the moment!



Why PSI for simple Cases?Why PSI for simple Cases?

COSTCOST --
TimeTime --> COST ( reduces surgical time by> COST ( reduces surgical time by
upto 2o min, and more vs CAS)upto 2o min, and more vs CAS)
EASY: cuts 22 surgical step.EASY: cuts 22 surgical step.
Can be overriddenCan be overridden
Possibly less chance of infectionPossibly less chance of infection
Other advantages that navigation has overOther advantages that navigation has over
conventional instrumentsconventional instruments
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When to ditch them?When to ditch them?

Complex intra articular deformities.Complex intra articular deformities.
Correctable deformities or significantly laxCorrectable deformities or significantly lax
knees.knees.
Significant tibial torsion.Significant tibial torsion.
Intra operativelyIntra operatively –– esp when the externalesp when the external
rotation set by jig does not match up withrotation set by jig does not match up with
other parameters like parallel to tibial cuts.other parameters like parallel to tibial cuts.
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In ConclusionIn Conclusion

Non of the three available techNon of the three available tech -- conventional,conventional,
CAS, PSI are panacea yet they have their ownCAS, PSI are panacea yet they have their own
advantages.advantages.
Surgeons should not be dogmatic about any oneSurgeons should not be dogmatic about any one
of them , rather should have all three inof them , rather should have all three in
armamentarium.armamentarium.
Future is out there some where.. And in our viewFuture is out there some where.. And in our view
perhaps a combination of all three and alsoperhaps a combination of all three and also
another dimension of Remote surgeries.another dimension of Remote surgeries.
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COMPARISONCOMPARISON

PARAMPARAM
ETERSETERS

ACCURACCUR
ACYACY

COSTCOST EASEEASE
OF USEOF USE

TIMETIME

CICI OKOK OKOK OKOK OKOK

CASCAS GOODGOOD BADBAD BADBAD BADBAD

PSIPSI NOTNOT
KNOWNKNOWN

OKOK GOODGOOD GOODGOOD



Treat Like Driving experience!Treat Like Driving experience!

PSI is like having a chauffer driving you around:PSI is like having a chauffer driving you around:
good for simple chores and most importantlygood for simple chores and most importantly
should follow your commands!should follow your commands!
Navigation for complex situations, and for theNavigation for complex situations, and for the
places where you never have been! But do youplaces where you never have been! But do you
really need it to drive home?really need it to drive home?
But You would like to keep the steering whenBut You would like to keep the steering when
you are in deep mess! Or on a racing track! Tillyou are in deep mess! Or on a racing track! Till
the time you find a Schumaker!the time you find a Schumaker!
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Thank You!Thank You!


